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1. 1NT~0DucT10~ 
Let R be the ring of algebraic integers of an algebraic number field K. In this 
note we are concerned with the locally free class group CZ(A) of an R-order A in a 
finite-dimensional semisimple K-algebra A. Define D(A) to be the kernel of the 
change-of-rings map Cl(A) + C&l’) for A’ a maximal R-order in A containing 
A. Let M be a (Z’, A)-bimodule always assumed to satisfy vm = mr for all 
r E R, m E M. Suppose M is locally free of finite r-rank as left r-module. Our 
main result is that the homomorphism ZZ~ : Cl(A) --+ CZ(r) induced by’M @A- 
sends D(A) into D(r). Th is g eneralizes Reiner’s result hat D is functorial [6]. 
In the last section we specialize tothe case where A is the group ring RG of a 
finite group G. We will show that D(RG) is a Frobenius module over the 
Grothendieck ring of finitely generated R-projective l ft RG-modules. This was 
proved by Endo and Miyata [l] by different methods. Finally we use the 
machinery of Frobenius functors to analyze D(ZG), where G is metacyclic of 
order prq. 
I wish to thank Professor Ullom for several important suggestions. I also thank 
Professor Reiner for a preprint of one of his articles. 
2. BASIC RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let A be an R-order in the finite-dimensional semisimple K-algebra A. 
Letting K,(A) be the Grothendieck group of finitely generated locally free left 
A-modules, we define CZ(A) to be the kernel of the rank map K,(A) -+ 2. We 
now give Frohlich’s formula for CZ(A) in terms of ideles. 
In Sections 2-4, p denotes a nonzero prime ideal of R. Let K, and R, be the 
completions at p. If M is an R-module set Mp = R, OR M. Let A, be the 
KS-algebra K, OK A. If S is any ring, Sx will denote the multiplicative group of 
* This paper was done in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Ph.D. 
at the University of Illinois. 
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units of S. Form the product n, A,“, wherep runs over the set of all primes, and 
define the idele group J(A) to be the subgroup consisting ofthose elements 01 for 
which the pth component olP lies in fl, o for all but finitely many p. Note that 
J(A) is independent of the choice of R-order in A. 
Next we define three subgroups of J(A). First embed A* on the diagonal, and 
denote the image of this embedding again by A”. Second set U(A) = n, APC, 
To define the third subgroup we topolagize J(A). Each LI,~ comes equipped with 
the p-adic topology. Give U(A) the product topology and topologize J(A) by 
requiring that J(A) b e a topological group and U(A) an open subgroup. Now 
define J(A)’ to be the closure of the commutator subgroup of J(A). 
DEFINITION. Suppose M is a finitely generated right A-module which is 
torsion free as an R-module. For brevity denote K OR M and Kp OR M by .Kik& 
and K,M, respectively. Suppose 01 E J(A). Define 2l40! by
Mel = n (Mp, n KM). 
!P 
FR~HLICH'S THEOREM. Thefunction 
JWIIW AT4 -+ CW) 
given by [a] t-+ [AE] - [A] is an isomorphism (see [2]). 
From now on we will use Frijhlich’s Theorem to identify a class group with 
its corresponding idele class group, switching from one to the other according to 
convenience. We now give two technical lemmas for later use. 
LEMMA 1. Let r be a ring and M a (r, A)-bimodule which is torsion free as an 
R-module. Then for any 01 E J(A), Ma and M an Aa are isomorphic as left 
r-modules. 
Proof. View Mel and M @)A Aol as subsets of KM and KM @)A A, respec- 
tively, and identify these last wo sets. Then MOL and M an Aar coincide locally, 
and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let A’ and A” be maximal R-orders in A. Then J(A)’ U(A’) = 
J(A)’ Upl”). 
Proof. For any prime p, A,’ and A; are conjugate by an element of A,“, a 
general fact about maximal orders over a complete local principal ideal domain 
(see [5]). Moreover A,’ = AZ for all but finitely many p. Thus U(k) and U&3”)’ 
are conjugate by an element of J(A) and the lemma follows. 
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3. BIMODULES 
Throughout A and r are fixed R-orders in the finite-dimensional semisimple 
K-algebras A and B, respectively. Let M be a (r, A)-bimodule such that ,M 
(i.e., M viewed as a left r-module) is locally free of r-rank 12. Let d be the ring 
of n by n matrices over I’. Our immediate aim is to produce from M a homo- 
morphismf, : Cl(A) + C&l) defined in terms of ideles. 
Let (ti1 ,..., u > be a B-basis of the free left B-module KM, we may assume the 
ui E M. Let E = KA and let B” be the (B, E)-bimodule of 1 by n matrices over B. 
Then we have an isomorphism of left B-modules 0: KM+ Bn defined by 
C biui + (b, ,..., b ). 
If x E A, right multiplication by x is a B-linear endomorphism of eKM. We 
letf(x) be the resulting matrix with respect o the given basis o that 0 converts 
right multiplication by x into right multiplication by f(x). Then f: A -+ E is a 
homomorphism of K-algebras. Via f, B” is a right A-module, and 8 is a (B, A)- 
bimodule isomorphism. 
Choose’s nonzero Y in R such that rM C rzl, + l$ + s.3 + ru, . If p is a 
prime not dividing r, (z+ ,..., an] is a left r,-basis of MD . Therefore the comple- 
tion f, : A, -+ E, has the property that f&ID) Cd,, and the completion 
6J2, : i&M-t B,” satisfies tl,(MP) = rPn. 
If q is a prime dividing Y, it may happen thatf&l,) ($ A, , and B,(M,) + rgn. 
For each such q select a left r,-basis of M, . Using this basis instead of (% ,..., u } 
follow the same procedure as above to obtain aring homomorphism f i: A, -+ E* 
for which fpI(A,J CA, and an isomorphism 13~: l&M-+ B,” of (BP , A,)- 
bimodules for which 8i(Mn) = ram. 
We analyze the relationship ‘between the pairs (fa ,6,) and (f,‘, 0;). For 
x E 4 ,f&) andf,‘( x are matrices with respect o different bases of the same ) 
B,-linear transformation fK&. Let pG be the change-of-basis matrix defined 
by %‘(4 fez = %@> f or all Q in K,M. Then p,JJx) &’ = f,‘(x) for x E A,. 
If p is a prime not dividing r set pP = 1. Then the idele p in J(E) has the 
following two properties for all p. 
Let f* : J(A) -+ J(E) be the homomorphism defined by (f*(a)), = f,(ct,) 
for a: E J(A). 
THEOREM 1. (i) 5% hornomorphisnz f.+ : J(A) -+ J(E) in&es a homo- 
morphism f * : Cl(A) -+ Cl(A). 
-(ii) This homomorphism of class groups sends D(A) into D(A). 
(iii) If a! E J(A) then the left I’-modules Ma and Ppf.+(a) are isomorphic. 
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Proof. To prove (i), it is required to show that f&(A)’ A”U(A)) C 
J(E)’ EXJ(rl). Since f* is a continuous homomorphism, f*(J(A)‘) C J(E)‘. 
Clearly f,(Aa) C Es. Finally property (1) above means that &+(U(fl))~-~ C
U(A). Therefore f*(U(A)) C J(E)’ U(A), and (i) is ,proved. 
For part (ii) we imitate Reiner’s proof [6] that D is functoriai. Let A’ be a 
maximal order in A containing A. Then D(A) = &!I)’ A*U(A’)/J(A)’ A”U(A), 
and f*(D(A)) = J(E) IX”f+( U(A’)) U(A)/J(E)’ E”U(d). Let A’ be a maximal 
R-order in E containingf(A’). Thenf,(U(A’)) C U(d). Therefore 
By Lemma 2 this last subgroup of C&l) is independent of the choice of maximal 
order 8’. Therefore this ubgroup is precisely D(A), and (ii) is established. 
To prove part (iii) consider the (B, A)-bimodule isomorphism 8: KM--+ B”. 
There is a left I’-isomorphism MOM g B(Mcz). Property 2 above implies (B(Mol)),== 
(I’fipj*(~~))~ for any p. Hence B(Mol) = r”&*(a), and the proof is complete. 
4. MORITA THEORY 
In this section we consider the homomorphism g: C&l) -+ CZ(r) induced by 
I’s On- and use it to extend Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. The homomorphism g carries D(A) into D(r). 
Proof. Let I” be a maximal R-order in B containing I’. Then the ring Ai 
of n by n matrices over I” is a maximal order in E containing A.One easily checks 
that there is a commutative diagram 
C&l) - CZ(d’) 
1 B 1 g’ 
cw --+ qr’}, 
where the horizontal arrows are the change-of-rings maps and g’ is analogous tog. 
The theorem then follows from the definition fD. 
We now come to the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose M is a (I’, A)-bimodule such that rM is jkitely generated 
and locally free. Then the homomorphism hM : Cl(A) -+ CZ(I’) induced by M @I~- 
sends D(A) into D(r). 
Proof. Ry Theorem I, M determines homomorphisms f+ : J(A) -+ J(.i?), 
fs : Cl(A) -+ Cl(d), an d an idele p e J(E) such that MU s J’*/.~f*(ol) for 01E J(A). 
We now show that hM = g 0 f* . 
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Let [Am] - [A] b e a typical element of Cl(A). First, fyc([Ax] - [A]) = 
[Of*(a)] - [A]. From Friihlich’s Theorem it is clear that [df*(cx)] - [A] = 
IA&+.(a)] - [API. Using Theorem l(iii) and Lemma 1 we get g([O&+(a)] - 
[dp]) = [MIX] - [M] = &&Ax] - [A]). Thus hM = g of* . By Theorems 1 
and 2, h@(A)) C z)(r), and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY (Reiner). D is functmial. 
Proof. If k: A -+ I’ is a homomorphism of R-orders, let M = J, . Then 
k, = h, by definition. By Theorem 3, k, restricts to a map of D(A) into D(F) 
as claimed. 
5. FROBENIUS FUNCTORS 
Let G be a finite group, and let G,(RG) be the Grothendieck ring of finitely 
generated R-projective left RG-modules. It is known that CZ(RG) is a Frobenius 
module over the Frobenius functor G,(RG)(see [4, 91). 
THEOREM 4. D(RG) is a Frobenius module over GJRG). 
Proof. Let H be a subgroup of G. Let X be an R-projective left RG-module 
and [xl its class in G,(RG). Since D(RG) is a subgroup of a Frobenius module 
it suffices to show that the induction and restriction maps between CZ(RH) and 
CZ(RG) restrict to maps between D(RH) and D(RG), and that multiplication 
by [x] on CZ(RG) restricts to a map of D(RG) into D(RG). Each of these three 
homomorphism of class groups is just h, for the appropriate M below (which 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3). 
1. INDUCTION. CZ(RH) -+ CZ(RG) is h, for M - RGRG,H. 
2. RESTRICTION. CZ(RG) -+ CZ(RH) is k, for M = RIIRGRC . 
3. MULTIPLICATION BY [Xl. CZ(RG) -+ CZ(RG) is h, for 
$f zzx m(X OR JWRG , 
where the left G-action is diagonal, and the right G-action is the obvious one. 
Remark. It can be shown further that D(RG) is a Frobenius module over 
G,(KG)[l, Theorem IA]. This is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 4 
and results of Swan [S, Theorem 1, Proposition 12.11. 
We conclude with an application. Let p be an odd prime, q a divisor of p - 1, 
and Y a positive integer. Define the metacyclic group of order pTq, by 
G = (x, y 1 xp’ = 1 = y*, yxy-l = xa), 
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where 01 is a primitive qth root of 1 mad& pz. Let H be the subgroup ( y>* 
The ring QH is a direct factor of QG, and we write QG = QH x A, where 
projection onto the first factor is the map induced by j: xsyt I-+ yt. Let A be a 
maximal Z-order in QH containing ZH, and let r be a maximal Z-order in A such 
that ZH x I’ contains ZG. 
Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 - Cl(ZG) - Cl(ZG) - 0 
1 f 1 B 
0 ----+ D(ZH) ---+ CZ(ZH) @ Cl(T) 8, Cl(A) @ Cl(T) ---+ 0. 
Here 0 = 010 1 while CI, f, and g are the usual change-of-rings maps. Applying 
the snake lemma we obtain the short exact sequence 
0 -----+ D&G) - D(ZG) -8, D(ZH) ----+ 0, 
where D,(ZG) is the kernel off. Using ideles it can be seen that 8 is the same as 
the map j, : D(ZG) -+ D(ZH) induced by j. If i: ZH -+ ZG is the inclusion, 
j 0 i = 1. Therefore since D is functorial the above sequence splits, and 
D(ZG) G D(ZH) @ D,(ZG). 
Let D(ZG), denote the subgroup of D(ZG) generated by the images of all the 
induction maps D(Zj) -+ D(ZG) for J a cyclic subgroup of G. Since D(ZG) is a 
Frobenius module over G,(QG), D(ZG)/D(ZG)c has exponent dividing the 
Artin exponent of G which is q (see [4, 91). Viewing D,(ZG) as a subgroup of 
D(ZG) we obtain q D,(ZG) C D(ZG), . 
For p a regular prime it follows from results of Keating [3] that D,(ZG) has a 
series of subgroups 0 = 1,, C 1i C ... C 1, = D,(ZG), where each .7,+J& is 
cyclic of order q/(q, 2). Now D(ZP) is a p-group when P is a p-group [7] whereas 
D,(ZG) has order prime to p. Also D,(ZG) interescts the image of the induction 
map D(ZH) -+ D(ZG) trivially. Therefore q D,(ZG) = 0, and we arrive at the 
following theorem which has been proved independently by Philippe Cassou- 
NogLl& [lo]. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be the metacyclic group of order p*q with H a subgrozlp of 
order q. 
(i) D(ZG) s D(ZH) @ D,(ZG). 
(ii) If p is a regular prime, and q is odd, then D,(ZG) is the direct sum of Y 
cyclic groups of order q. 
Remark. If p is regular and q is even, D,(ZG) is the direct sum of r cyclic 
groups of order q/2 [lo]. Th is can be derived from Keating”s results by a refine- 
ment of the above argument. 
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